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A. AWS Cost Explorer API
B. AWS Simple Monthly Calculator
C. AWSã•®äºˆç®—
D. AWSTCOè¨ˆç®—æ©Ÿ
Answer: A
Explanation:
To forecast your costs, use the AWS Cost Explorer. Use cost
allocation tags to divide your resources into groups, and then
estimate the costs for each group.

NEW QUESTION: 2
SFB Industries have two custom objects in a master--detail
relationship Total Payments &amp; Daily Payments. If more than
3 daily payment records are added to a total payment record, a
notification needs to be sent to the operations manager. How

can this be achieved?
A. Create a cross object formula field in combination with a
workflow rule and email alert
B. Use a roll--up summary field in combination with a workflow
rule and email alert
C. Create an Apex Trigger on Total Payments
D. Setup a workflow rule with an email alert
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
A Network Engineer is designing a new system on AWS that will
take advantage of Amazon CloudFront for both content caching
and for protecting the underlying origin. There is concern that
an external agency might be able to access the IP addresses for
the application's origin and then attack the origin despite it
being served by CloudFront. Which of the following solutions
provides the strongest level of protection to the origin?
A. Configure CloudFront to use a custom header and configure an
AWS WAF rule on the origin's Application Load Balancer to
accept only traffic that contains that header.
B. Attach an origin access identity to the CloudFront origin
that allows traffic to the origin that originates from only
CloudFront.
C. Configure an AWS [email&#160;protected] function to validate
that the traffic to the Application Load Balancer originates
from CloudFront.
D. Use an IP whitelist rule in AWS WAF within CloudFront to
ensure that only known-client IPs are able to access the
application.
Answer: A
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